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EXHIBIT 5 
 

Deleted text is [bracketed].  New text is underlined. 
 
NASDAQ OMX PHLX Rules 

* * * * * 

Rule 1068.  Reserved. [Execution of Multi-Part Orders 
An NFX Member or Exchange member wishing to initiate a foreign currency options—
futures "multi-part order" may do so by following the steps given below. 

(i) the initiator shall ascertain from the NFX Member or Exchange member in the 
crowd the best price at which a specific amount of the respective options could be 
bought (or sold) concomitantly with a sale or purchase of a stated amount of futures 
with the future at a given price. 

(ii) the initiator may then execute the order against the best market established by step 
(i) above, provided that the option price is in between the individual option quote 
and the futures price is in between the individual futures quote. 

If the initiating Participant also has an opposing match to the multi-part order, the 
Participant must follow steps (i) and (ii) above and must allow a reasonable amount of 
time for those present in the trading crowd to accept the terms to the multi-part order 
before crossing such order. 

(iii) The member shall provide an opportunity for bids and offers in the options to be 
made, both by market participants willing to participate in the foreign currency 
options—futures multi-part order and market participants bidding and offering for 
the options series alone. 

(iv) The member may then accept the best bid or offer of the participants willing to 
participate in the foreign currency options—futures multi-part order so long as that 
bid or offer is better than any bid or offer for the options series alone. In the event 
that the best bid or offer of the participant(s) willing to participate in the foreign 
currency option—futures multi-part order equals the bid or offer for the options 
series alone, the order may be executed only if all bids or offers at that price for the 
options series alone are satisfied. 

(v) If the member holding a foreign currency options—futures multi-part order also has 
an opposing order, he must follow steps (i) through (iii) above. He must then offer 
above the bid price or bid below the offered price at prices differing by the 
minimum increment until the bid and offer differ by the minimum increment, and if 
neither the bid nor offer is accepted the member may execute a transaction between 
the two orders, pursuant to the provisions of NFX Rule 327.] 

* * * * * 


